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FOREWORD

Grand strategic choices are among the most important decisions senior leaders must make. Getting grand strategy right is fundamental to success in the Global War on Terrorism. This monograph assesses the grand strategic choices presented to the United States since 2001, by evaluating their ability to serve our basic national security interests in a post-September 11, 2001 (9/11), world, and by identifying implications for American policy in the coming years.

The author, Dr. Stephen Biddle, argues that some of the most important of these choices have yet to be made. Policymakers must arrive at a clear definition of the enemy and the aim in the War on Terrorism; to date, American policy has combined ambitious public statements with ambiguity on critical particulars. The ongoing insurgency in Iraq is increasing the costs of grand strategic ambiguity to the point where fundamental choices can no longer be deferred.

The author goes on to present and evaluate two broad alternatives for resolving these ambiguities and creating a coherent and logically sufficient grand strategy: rollback and containment. Rollback would retain the ambitious goals implicit in today’s declaratory policy and accept the cost and near-term risk inherent in pursuing them. Containment would settle for more modest goals in exchange for lower costs and lower near-term risks. Neither alternative dominates the other on analytical grounds—both involve serious costs as well as benefits. Most important, the choice between them turns on a series of basic value judgments on the acceptability of risk, the relationship between near-term and long-term risk, and the ultimate degree of security the Nation should seek.

These value judgments are political, not analytical, questions: none can be resolved by analysis alone. Rather than usurping the responsibility of policymakers, the monograph seeks instead to show that a painful choice between competing values is increasingly necessary—to illuminate the respective strengths and weaknesses of the key alternatives for the benefit of those who must choose.

The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to offer this monograph as a contribution to the national security debate on this important subject.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute
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SUMMARY

“Grand strategy” integrates military, political, and economic means to pursue states’ ultimate objectives in the international system. American grand strategy had been in a state of flux prior to 2001, as containment of the Soviet Union gave way to a wider range of apparently lesser challenges. The 9/11 attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade towers, however, transformed the grand strategy debate and led to a sweeping reevaluation of American security policy. It may still be too early to expect this reevaluation to have produced a complete or final response to 9/11—policies as complex as national grand strategy do not change overnight. But after 3 years of sustained debate and adaptation, it is reasonable to ask what this process has produced so far, and how well the results to date serve American interests.

The author argues that, heretofore, the grand strategic response to 9/11 has combined ambitious public statements with vague particulars as to the scope of the threat and the end state to be sought. This combination of ambition and ambiguity creates important but unresolved tensions in American strategy. If the costs are low enough, these tensions are tolerable: the United States can avoid making hard choices and instead pursue ill-defined goals with limited penalties. But the higher the cost, the harder this becomes. And the costs are rising rapidly with the ongoing insurgency in Iraq. Eventually something will have to give—the ambiguity in today’s grand strategy is fast becoming intolerable.

There are two broad alternatives for resolving these ambiguities and creating a coherent strategy: rollback and containment. Rollback would retain the ambitious goals implicit in today’s declaratory policy and accept the cost and near-term risk inherent in pursuing them. These costs include a redoubled commitment to nation building in Iraq and elsewhere, accelerated onset of great power competition, heightened incentives for proliferation, and hence an increased risk of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) use by terrorists in the near term. But in exchange, it offers the mid-term possibility of rolling the terrorist threat, and hence the ultimate danger of WMD use, back to a level below the severity of September 10, 2001. By contrast, containment would settle for more modest goals in exchange for lower costs and lower near-term risks. In particular, it would permit America to withdraw from nation building in the Mideast, it would slow the onset of great power competition, and it would moderate the risk of near-term WMD terrorism. But this retrenchment would leave the underlying causes of Islamist terror unassailed, and would therefore accept a persistent risk of major terrorist attack for the indefinite future.
And it could never eliminate entirely the risk of those terrorists acquiring WMD; though it might reduce the probability per unit time, by extending the duration of the conflict indefinitely it could ultimately increase, not decrease, the odds of WMD use on American soil in the longer term.

Neither alternative dominates the other on analytical grounds. Both involve serious costs as well as benefits. And to resolve these costs and benefits requires at least two critical value judgments. Is accepting near-term risk for a long-term payoff preferable to the opposite? Rollback tolerates higher risk in the near term for a possibly lower cumulative risk in the longer term; containment reduces near-term risks but may increase them in the longer term. And is high payoff at high risk preferable to a sure thing for a smaller payoff? Rollback swings for the fences (it pursues something closer to absolute security) at the risk of striking out (catastrophe if we fail); containment ensures contact with the ball (lower risk of catastrophic failure), but promises only singles in return (it cannot eliminate the threat of terror). Neither question is analytically resolvable: the answers turn on value judgments, not analytical findings.

But though neither is analytically superior, either is defensible—either one could, in principle, provide a coherent grand strategy and a sound response to the attacks of 9/11. Today, however, we have neither. And the result is an incoherent—or at best, incomplete—strategy in which the costs of failing to make critical choices are mounting rapidly. The time has come to choose.
“Grand strategy” integrates military, political, and economic means to pursue states’ ultimate objectives in the international system. American grand strategy had been in a state of flux prior to 2001, as containment of the Soviet Union gave way to a wider range of apparently lesser challenges. The September 11, 2001 (9/11) attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade towers, however, transformed the grand strategy debate and led to a sweeping reevaluation of American security policy. It may still be too early to expect this reevaluation to have produced a complete or final response to 9/11—policies as complex as national grand strategy do not change overnight. But after 3 years of sustained debate and adaptation, it is reasonable to ask what this process has produced so far, and how well the results to date serve American interests.

One could address this question in many ways. The literature on grand strategy after 9/11 is large and diverse, spanning many positions, critiques, responses, and approaches. The particular approach I adopt below is less to respond to these published critiques in detail than it is to consider grand strategy from the top down as a response to a series of basic questions: What are our interests? What threatens those interests? What end state do we seek against that threat, and how quickly must we attain it? And how do we interrelate military and nonmilitary means to achieve that end state? I then characterize the Government’s answers to those questions to the degree that declaratory policy permits—and I assess those answers (and thus the policy they represent) in terms of how well or badly they address the questions that collectively frame any grand strategy.

I argue below that heretofore the Government’s answers to these questions have combined ambitious public statements with vague particulars as to the scope of the threat and the end state to be sought. This combination of ambition and ambiguity creates important but unresolved tensions in American strategy. If the costs are low enough, these tensions are tolerable: the United States can avoid making hard choices and instead pursue ill-defined goals with limited penalties. But the higher the cost, the harder this becomes. And the costs are rising rapidly with the ongoing insurgency in Iraq. Eventually something will have to give—the ambiguity in today’s grand strategy is fast becoming intolerable.

There are two broad alternatives for resolving these ambiguities and creating a coherent strategy: rollback and containment. Rollback would retain the ambitious goals implicit in today’s declaratory policy and accept the cost and near-term risk inherent in pursuing them. These costs include a redoubled commitment to nation-building in Iraq and elsewhere,
accelerated onset of great power competition, heightened incentives for proliferation, and hence an increased risk of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) use by terrorists in the near term. But in exchange, it offers the mid-term possibility of rolling the terrorist threat, and hence the ultimate danger of WMD use, back to a level below the severity of September 10, 2001. By contrast, containment would settle for more modest goals in exchange for lower costs and lower near-term risks. In particular, it would permit America to withdraw from nation-building in the Mideast, it would slow the onset of great power competition, and it would moderate the risk of near-term WMD terrorism. But this retrenchment would leave the underlying causes of Islamist terror unassailed, and would therefore accept a persistent risk of major terrorist attack for the indefinite future. And it could never eliminate entirely the risk of those terrorists acquiring WMD; though it might reduce the probability per unit time, by extending the duration of the conflict indefinitely it could ultimately increase, not decrease, the odds of WMD use on American soil in the longer term.

Neither alternative dominates the other on analytical grounds. Both involve serious costs as well as benefits. And to resolve these costs and benefits requires at least two critical value judgments. Is accepting near-term risk for a long-term payoff preferable to the opposite? Rollback tolerates higher risk in the near term for a possibly lower cumulative risk in the longer term; containment reduces near-term risks but may increase them in the longer term. And is high payoff at high risk preferable to a sure thing for a smaller payoff? Rollback swings for the fences (it pursues something closer to absolute security) at the risk of striking out (catastrophe if we fail); containment ensures contact with the ball (lower risk of catastrophic failure), but promises only singles in return (it cannot eliminate the threat of terror). Neither question is analytically resolvable: the answers turn on value judgments, not analytical findings.

But though neither is analytically superior, either is defensible—either one could, in principle, provide a coherent grand strategy and a sound response to the attacks of 9/11. Today, however, we have neither. And the result is an incoherent—or at best, incomplete—strategy in which the costs of failing to make critical choices are mounting rapidly.

My purpose here is not, however, to advocate one over the other. The value judgments on which the choice turns are inherently political rather than analytical; analysts cannot establish how much security is enough, or whether it is best to accept higher near-term risks to lower them in the longer term. This is necessarily a responsibility of our elected officials. In fact, it is arguably their highest responsibility. Rather than usurping this responsibility, I seek instead to show that a painful choice between competing values is increasingly necessary, and to illuminate the respective
strengths and weaknesses of the key alternatives for the benefit of those who must choose.

I do this in six steps. First I outline American interests in the post-9/11 world. Second, I sketch the range of possible threats to those interests, with a particular focus on terrorism and great power competition. Third, I address the end state sought with respect to these threats. Fourth, I turn to the means for pursuing that end state; in particular, I assess the tensions created by ambiguities in threat and end-state definitions for the selection of effective means in the War on Terror. I then present rollback and containment as alternative approaches to resolving these tensions. Finally, I discuss the conclusions and implications for American security policy.

AMERICAN INTERESTS IN THE POST-9/11 WORLD

Although the public discussion of American interests changed dramatically with 9/11, the interests themselves have changed little, if at all. In particular, security of the homeland and the safety of the American population were always vital national interests even before the 2001 attacks. As the 1995 Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense put it:

Since the founding of the Republic, the U.S. Government has always sought to secure for its people a set of basic objectives:

- The protection of their lives and personal safety, both at home and abroad.
- The maintenance of the nation’s sovereignty, political freedoms, and independence with its values, institutions, and territory intact.
- Their material well-being and prosperity.

Similar phrasings can be found in most pre-9/11 American strategic documents; security of the homeland and the population hardly emerged as interests in 2001.

Conversely, the economic interests embodied in the 1995 list have become more muted in the security debate since 2001, as have regional stability and the security of key allies, both of which had played prominent roles in the pre-9/11 debate. Yet they remain important. Even today, an oil embargo, closure of major sea lanes, refugee crises in the Caribbean, or domination of key resources by hostile powers would all pose serious consequences for America in ways that would all but demand the use of American power in response, and none can safely be ruled out as possibilities. Just as some interests that drew less attention before 2001 have now become more salient, so others have become less so—but salience
and importance are not the same thing, and strategists cannot afford to overlook more traditional interests or focus too narrowly on some to the exclusion of others. The freedom and safety of the American people have always been the country’s primary national interests—but they have never been the only ones, nor are they today.

THREATS TO AMERICAN INTERESTS

As with American interests, few truly new threats to those interests have appeared in the last decade, and few have disappeared. Their relative severity has changed (certainly their perceived severity), but the list itself has not.

Figure 1 illustrates this point with a comparison of threat lists distilled from five recent strategic documents: the 1996 and 2002 National Security Strategies of the United States, the 1997 and 2001 Quadrennial Defense Reviews, and the 2005 National Defense Strategy. These documents span the pre- and post-9/11 eras, yet present remarkably similar threat enumerations. The 2001 and 2002 articulations merge some previous categories (“rogue states” and “peer competitors” in 1996 and 1997, for example, become “regional powers” in 2001, “rogue states and regional crises” in 2002, and “traditional threats” in 2005), but essentially the same challenges appear in some form in almost all the lists. Priorities, obviously, have changed and, in particular, “non-traditional” threats now receive much more prominent treatment than they did before 2001. But 2001 neither created new threats nor eliminated old ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Rogue states</td>
<td>• Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethnic conflict, state failure</td>
<td>• Rogue States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Proliferation</td>
<td>• Regional crises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Peer emergence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Terrorism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transnational crime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Proliferation</td>
<td>• Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional powers (esp. Asia)</td>
<td>• Catastrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• State failure</td>
<td>• Disruptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Terrorism</td>
<td>• Traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transnational crime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Threats.
These priorities, moreover, have always been closer to assumptions than to analytic findings—both before and after 9/11. A common critique of pre-9/11 strategy (especially by analysts who specialized in terrorism studies before 2001) is that it paid insufficient attention to threats such as terrorism. This critique is less a claim that relative priorities were studied extensively but with unsound findings, and more an argument that terrorism simply was ignored in favor of attention to other things. But a similar critique could now be leveled against post-9/11 strategic thought: with some exceptions, the bulk of the post-9/11 literature has simply assumed that terrorism is now the nation’s first priority.

Delimiting the Terrorist Threat.

As assumptions go, this one is pretty safe. But like many assumptions, it leaves important details unexamined. It is one thing, for example, to hold that countering terrorism is the first priority, with management of great power competition, say, no higher than second. But is it a close second, a distant second, or a truly remote second? The difference matters. If nonterrorist threats pale to insignificance relative to terrorism, then they merit little or no effort in a world of constrained resources—to divert effort toward unimportant threats is to incur needless opportunity costs. But if great power competition is a close second, then it makes sense to accept real cost in the near term as a hedge against its emergence as a priority some time in the future.

Below I outline some of the ways in which the requirements of countering terror and great power competition can conflict with one another. But before that can be developed, another striking feature of the threat lists in Figure 1 warrants note: they are remarkably unspecific. The lists consist of categories (some quite vague), not names—and certainly not relative priorities or severities for the names one might associate with the categories. This is fairly typical of peacetime strategy, especially in low-threat conditions where war is considered a distant possibility and planning centers on preparing for the unknown. And several of the documents summarized in Figure 1 are of just this nature: in 1996 and 1997, war seemed remote and threats were necessarily cast in generic terms.

In September 2001, however, the President announced that the nation was at war—and public statements since then have repeatedly echoed that formulation. Yet the nation’s key strategic documents have continued to treat threats in the same generic, unspecific, peacetime-like sense that they had done prior to 2001.
This lack of threat specificity makes true strategic thought difficult. Wartime strategy is normally concerned with identifying enemy weaknesses or centers of gravity and crafting a design to strike at them. Weaknesses and strengths are specific to the parties, however—no two actors are identical. Sun Tzu’s oft-cited injunction to know one’s enemy is all about the need to fit one’s strategy to the particulars of one’s enemy and his specific vulnerabilities. This is impossible when official strategic documents do not identify the enemy but instead frame policy in terms of broad categories of challenge-types without naming actual challengers. How can one craft a strategy to exploit an enemy’s weaknesses without knowing who the enemy is?

For some of the threat categories in Figure 1, this imprecision is nettlesome but tolerable—the enemy actors are reasonably clear, if implicit. “Rogue states” for example, presumably include the standard list of aggressive regional powers (e.g. Baathist Iraq, North Korea, Iran, Libya, and so on). But for others, this lack of specificity is more problematic. This is especially true for terrorism and great power competition. Terrorism, after all, is a tactic, not an enemy. Taken literally, a “war on terrorism” is closer to a “war on strategic bombing” or a “war on amphibious assault” than it is to orthodox war aims or wartime grand strategies; one normally makes war on an enemy, not a method. Nor can one simply assume that anyone who uses terrorist tactics is to be the target of American war making. “Terrorism” is a diverse tactic, used by many groups in many ways to serve many different political agendas. Many of these groups and agendas pose no immediate threat to Americans. In fact, prior to 2001, it was rare for Americans to be killed by international terrorists. The most lethal terrorist groups of 1960-97, for example, were Aum Shinrikyo, the Tamil Tigers, the Irish Republican Army (IRA), the Algerian Armed Islamic Group (GIA) and Islamic Jihad—none of which deliberately targeted Americans. A war that encompassed literally any group using terrorist tactics would be impossibly broad, engulfing a wide range of groups posing no meaningful threat to America.

Terrorism per se thus cannot be the enemy. But it is far from clear exactly who the enemy is. The administration has made some effort to delimit the problem by adding the phrase “of global reach.” This is little help, however. In a globalized world, any terrorist with an airline ticket or an internet service provider has “global reach.”

Official statements do little to narrow the focus. Many suppose that the real enemy is al Qaeda, and that “terrorism” is little more than a rhetorical synonym for Osama bin Laden’s organization. Yet the administration has explicitly, and repeatedly, made clear that this is not their view. Though
the details revealed to date are ambiguous, it is clear that the declaratory policy of the U.S. Government defines the enemy more broadly than just al Qaeda.

The September 2002 *National Security Strategy* of the United States, for example, explicitly declines to narrow the definition of the enemy: “The enemy is not a single political regime, or person, or religion, or ideology. The enemy is terrorism.” As the Secretary of Defense put it in a formal address to the North Atlantic Council: “al Qaeda is not the only terrorist network that threatens us.” Similarly, former National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice stated, in remarks to the Conservative Political Action Conference, “[T]here is no such thing as a good terrorist and a bad terrorist. You cannot condemn al Qaeda and hug Hamas.” The President himself, in his Address to the Joint Session of Congress in the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, said “Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been found, stopped, and defeated.”

Declaratory policy thus establishes a lower bound on the definition of the enemy: it is more than just al Qaeda. The upper bound, however, is much less clear: how many other terrorist groups are included? The United States has already deployed troops and conducted military operations against some other groups, including the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) in Afghanistan and Ansar al Islam in Iraq. We have deployed advisors against, but not yet directly engaged, other groups such as Abu Sayaf in the Philippines or the Revolutionary Armed Forces in Columbia (FARC). Still others we have denounced but without, to date, deploying advisors or initiating hostilities, such as Hamas, Hezbollah, or the IRA; the National Security Advisor has explicitly put Hamas in the same threat category as al Qaeda, though without, to date, accompanying this with direct military action. And there are many that we have officially designated as terrorists but which seem more distant still from American use of force, such as the Israeli militant group, Kahane Chai, the Greek November 17 Organization, the Sri Lankan Tamil Tigers, or the Peruvian Sendero Luminoso. While some groups are clearly targets and others seem unlikely to be, many fall in a broad grey zone in between, where they are neither clearly within nor clearly outside the definition of our enemy in the War on Terror.

The unbounded, expansive quality of the threat definition in declaratory policy does have certain advantages. The linkages and interconnections among shadowy terrorist groups are unclear. Casting the net broadly makes it less likely that our war effort will inadvertently exclude important allies of al Qaeda whose connection to bin Laden was ambiguous or unknown to us. The broader the definition of the enemy, the lower is the
risk of excluding a real threat in an inherently murky domain. A broad definition could in principle create common cause with American allies facing terror threats of their own (though the exigencies of counterterror warfare can also drive wedges between potential state allies: see below). And, of course, a broad definition of the enemy is rhetorically helpful: a war ostensibly against terrorism at large affords a moral clarity and normative power that helps marshal public support for the war effort. Conversely, a more discriminating threat definition means accepting or deliberately overlooking some terror activity; this could be difficult to justify to the public who ultimately must authorize any American war effort. Sound grand strategy must provide for public support; an articulation of the threat that undermines this is problematic.

An unbounded threat definition can also pose serious problems, however. Perhaps most important, it risks making unnecessary enemies, and unnecessarily expanding the hostile coalition. It does this by creating common cause among disparate terrorists and driving together groups with very different interests and agendas. Historically, terrorists have had great difficulty working together. As illegal organizations, terrorist groups are necessarily suspicious of outsiders, and their primary aims are normally local and immediate in nature: the IRA wants a Catholic government for Northern Ireland; the ETA (the Basque Fatherland and Liberty group) wants a separate Basque state on the Iberian peninsula; and Hamas and Hezbollah want the establishment of a Palestinian state and the destruction of Israel.20 Heretofore, Hamas, the IRA, or the ETA have rarely targeted Americans, and have rarely coordinated their actions.21 An American declaration of war on “terror,” however, could provide just the common cause these (and other) groups have historically lacked. The ETA might normally see no reason to risk interaction with al Qaeda, which creates a danger of compromise and risks attracting the enmity of al Qaeda’s enemies in return for limited benefits in changing Spanish government policy. But if America announces to all such groups that the only difference we see among them is the order in which we mean to destroy them, then we give them a powerful reason to cooperate. Especially for groups with greater natural overlap in aims and culture—such as Hamas and al Qaeda, for example—repeated American insistence that all are in the cross hairs must surely provide an important counterweight to the disincentives they would otherwise face for joint action against us. Among the most important responsibilities of the grand strategist is to create allies for oneself and deny them to one’s opponent. Perhaps the greatest failing of German grand strategy in two world wars, for example, was the repeated failure to do this, with the result that they twice created hostile coalitions too great
for German power to overcome. In a world where the interconnections among terrorist groups are ambiguous, a central aim of American strategy ought thus to be to drive wedges between these groups wherever possible—to reduce, not increase, their marginal proclivity for cooperation and joint action against us. A broad but unspecific definition of the enemy that refuses to exclude any meaningful terror group could easily do just the opposite, unifying a polyglot terrorist alliance, and risking self-fulfilling prophecy by driving together groups who would otherwise have sat on the sidelines rather than making war on distant America.

Clarifying the Threat of Great Power Competition.

The threat of great power competition shares some of these difficulties. Setting aside the question of which powers may become threats, American policy is ambiguous on the nature of the problem itself.

Military and Nonmilitary Competition. Great power competition, for example, can span both military and nonmilitary domains. Military competition attracts the most attention, but seems the most remote as a threat: few see much danger that a competitor could match U.S. military power head-on any time soon. Others focus on military challenges but emphasize “asymmetric” threats in which competitors (even great powers) seek to offset U.S. advantages in conventional mechanized warfare with WMD, terrorist attacks, or selected strikes against weak points such as ports. Yet military competition is only a part of the problem.

Diplomacy, for example, offers great powers an important opportunity to counter American preponderance. Opposition to U.S. policies in the United Nations (UN) can deny America the power of legitimacy in the eyes of foreign publics and other world actors. A “legitimacy deficit” is often cited as a major challenge to U.S. policy success in Iraq; like it or not, the views of transnational institutions such as the UN play a significant role in global perceptions of legitimacy, and diplomatic action by other great powers can shape such institutions’ policies in ways that can deny the United States an important political asset. Even without an institution, great powers can always deny the United States their bilateral cooperation or assistance, making it harder to shift burdens, share costs, or even conduct military operations (for example by denying overflight rights to American aircraft, transit to American troops, or basing to American forces).

Economic means can impose punitive costs on America for short-term coercive ends, and weaken America’s long-term competitive position over time. Economic issues play an important role in U.S. national security interests. Commerce, however, is a two-way street. The same openness and
economic interdependence that America promotes as major foreign policy goals also expose the United States to manipulation. Trade partners can reduce access to foreign markets. Exchange rates and capital flows can be manipulated for coercive ends, or to limit American freedom of maneuver internationally. Many, for example, fear that the European Union may become an exclusionary trading bloc in a way that would limit American access.\textsuperscript{28} A world of competing regional trade systems would reduce U.S. growth and prosperity relative to an open world economy, and this prospect could be used strategically to manipulate American policy choices or to balance American power. Foreign direct investment and foreign ownership of American debt total trillions of dollars: Japan and China alone now hold over $870 billion in U.S. Treasury Bonds, and almost 40 percent of the American national debt is now held by foreign bond holders.\textsuperscript{29} Were other great powers to use strategically their position as central underwriters of U.S. Government debt, the result could be important coercive leverage on the United States. The U.S. dollar historically has been the world reserve currency, a status that has afforded the United States major economic advantages; a strategic shift to the Euro could reduce America’s ability to transfer the costs of economic adjustment onto others, and constrain the American economy in the long term.\textsuperscript{30}

Of course, economic coercion imposes costs on both the target and the coercer; none of these balancing options are painless for their users. Yet the costs are rarely equal, and differences in incurred costs offer important leverage for states, both in threatening and in using economic coercion against other states.\textsuperscript{31} In fact, such strategies are extremely common in the international system: since 1960, for example, not a single day has passed in which the United States has not enforced economic sanctions against some other state; between 1980 and 1997, American sanction targets included Iraq, Libya, Cuba, Haiti, Yugoslavia, El Salvador, Iran, Panama, Poland, and Suriname, among others; sanction threats were used coercively against states as powerful as China and Japan.\textsuperscript{32} In the past year, a coalition of European powers used economic coercion to pressure the United States into abandoning protections for American steel producers that the administration clearly felt were critical politically.\textsuperscript{33} The West used trade restrictions imposed over a generation to constrain Soviet economic growth and undermine the long-term economic foundations of Soviet power.\textsuperscript{34} More broadly, the entire mercantilist school of international political economy centers on the strategic use of trade to advance state power and undermine rivals; there is a long tradition of strategic manipulation of trade relationships in international politics.\textsuperscript{35} The effectiveness of mercantilist trade manipulation is controversial—but it is widely used, and it can
impose serious costs on target states. These costs may not equal Islamist terrorism’s, but they are real, they are commonly invoked, and they should not be ignored in the grand strategy debate.\textsuperscript{36}

**Internal and External Balancing.** A second distinction that tends to blur in official statements of grand strategy is between internal and external balancing as vehicles for great power competition. *Internal* balancing occurs when a state strengthens itself via greater mobilization of resources within its own borders, for example, by spending more on defense, improving the quality of the materiel purchased through that spending, or fielding a larger military. But states can also balance *externally*, by forming coalitions with allies to pool resources against a common enemy.\textsuperscript{37}

The policy debate tends to focus on internal balancing, and especially the prospects for China’s emergence as a peer, “near-peer,” or niche competitor of the United States.\textsuperscript{38} Yet this overlooks the problem of external balancing. Not only are the two challenges very different, but the external challenge may well be the more threatening to the United States—and especially in the near- to mid-term.

Internal balancing is, at most, a long-term prospect: no conceivable challenger is going to emerge as a peer competitor to the United States any time soon. Even for China, few projections see it approaching American economic or military power for decades at the soonest, and many see either slower growth or diminishing returns as the Chinese economy matures.\textsuperscript{39} Japan and Germany were once seen as prospective challengers to American preeminence; their recent economic and demographic stagnation have stilled most such projections. Other candidates for peer status, such as India or Brazil, are considerably more distant prospects than China. By contrast, external balancing could produce a meaningful challenge much more quickly. Even today, a grand coalition of the European Union, Russia, and China would command a combined economy larger than America’s, and a population more than six times the size of ours. Although its total defense expenditure would still be inferior to America’s, China’s combined current spending would still be within about 20 percent of ours.\textsuperscript{40} As China develops and as Russia recovers, the potential strength of such a coalition could grow over time. But the scale of internal growth needed is much smaller—and achievable much more quickly—if such powers are balancing externally via coalition rather than internally via domestic mobilization alone.

Strategic warning is also more available for internal than for external balancing threats. Any great power’s transition to peer status produces a variety of easily detected long-lead indicators, ranging from economic growth to military spending to weapon acquisition to assertive international
behavior. Any of these can be observed well in advance, and would surely be noted by American intelligence and the larger foreign policy community. Coalition formation, by contrast, can occur quickly and with much less warning. The speed of the downward spiral in U.S.-German relations in the months prior to the Iraq War in 2003, for example, stunned many observers. A historically close U.S. ally became an active opponent of central U.S. strategic policy in less than a year; together with similar opposition from much of Western Europe, this led to widespread predictions of the “end of the West” and anguished reassessments of the future of the Atlantic Alliance. There is reason to expect this relationship to improve in coming years, but the history of pre-Iraq diplomacy in 2003 illustrates the speed with which great power realignment can occur, and the degree to which such shifts can surprise intelligence services and policymakers.

Internal balancing is both expensive and risky for challengers. Not only would China need to invest massively in military power for it to achieve peer status, the very act of doing so risks bringing on a preventive war. Historically, power transitions brought on by the rapid growth of a challenger have often spurred threatened hegemons to strike before the challenger becomes too strong. In fact, many theorists see this as one of the most common causes of great power warfare. Even given a benign America, arms-racing creates instabilities that raise tensions and could trigger war. By contrast, external balancing is lower cost and may not require balancers to initiate an open arms race with the United States.

Finally, internal balancing is chiefly a military challenge. By its own efforts, a single challenger can pose a military threat to another; it can even threaten some forms of limited economic coercion by holding bilateral trade relationships hostage. Either would challenge America where we are strongest: our military power is preeminent, and the diversity of our trading partners makes us less vulnerable to bilateral coercion than smaller or more specialized economies would be. External balancing by coalition formation, on the other hand, makes nonmilitary balancing much more effective, and could challenge American interests in places of greater American vulnerability. Diplomatic pressure, for example, is much more powerful if exerted by a united front. Trade restraint or financial manipulation is much more painful if a coalition of economies act in concert to reduce the target’s access to alternative markets or sources of supply. The sheer size of the American economy and polity makes us less vulnerable to diplomatic or economic pressure than are smaller or poorer states, but we are not invulnerable—and our exposure to economic or diplomatic coercion may well exceed our military vulnerability for a long time to come. For such challenges, external balancing constitutes a
different—and in many ways more demanding—threat than the internal balancing that attracts most attention in today’s debate.

END-STATE AMBITIONS

What are our aims with respect to these threats? One could imagine a spectrum of possibilities from least to most ambitious.

Terrorism End States.

For terrorism, the least ambitious aim might be just to maintain the 2005 status quo for attacks against Americans—that is, to avoid letting the problem get any worse than it is already, and with little focus on non-American victims. In particular, a minimalist aim might merely seek to avoid WMD attacks on the continental United States or a succession of 9/11 scale events while tolerating any lesser forms of terrorism. At the opposite extreme, one could posit a maximalist aim of eliminating all terrorism, of any kind, anywhere, against anyone. Between these polar opposites, one could then array a variety of intermediate possibilities, such as a global return to the low-casualty symbolic terrorism of the 1970s, or any of a variety of other points between the bookend extremes of global abolition and the 2005 U.S. status quo.

Where, within this spectrum, is current American grand strategy? No explicit or specific position has been laid down in declaratory policy. Yet official statements, where offered to date, have implied extremely ambitious goals.

The 2003 National Strategy on Combating Terrorism, for example, states: “Our goal will be reached when Americans and other civilized people around the world can lead their lives free of fear from terrorist attacks.” Elsewhere it defines “victory against terrorism” as the attainment of “a world in which our children can live free from fear.” As Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz put it: “For too many years, the international community treated terrorism as an ugly fact of international life, [as] something we had to live with . . . We were far from a policy of zero tolerance for terrorism. September 11th changed all of that.” Undersecretary of Defense Douglas Feith has argued that terrorism should be eradicated by rendering it illegitimate as an undertaking, following the model of “piracy, slave trading, and genocide.” At face value, such statements imply a war aim very close to worldwide eradication of any form of terror—which would approach the maximum conceivable end of the spectrum of possible ambitions for the War on Terror.
Yet such statements leave much unsaid. What does “zero tolerance” or a life “free of fear” mean in operational terms? Literal eradication of a tactic as ancient and widespread as terrorism is surely unlikely. Even for the analogies sometimes used to claim that abolition is possible, true eradication has been elusive: piracy and slave trading persist in some parts of the world, and genocide is practiced all too widely, as Cambodians, Rwandans, and Sudanese can attest. But if some degree of tolerance is inevitable, how much terrorism will the U.S. Government accept? At what level can we declare ourselves no longer a “nation at war,” at what level can we stand down from $400 billion annual defense budgets, and (perhaps most important) how great a reduction in terrorist violence must we design our strategy to achieve?

These particulars are critical to the formulation of sound strategy (see below), but official strategic documents made public to date offer little guidance. They are clear in rejecting a minimalist conception; they imply great ambition; but they do not delimit that ambition in any way that would permit one to know when victory had been achieved, or to exclude any given goal as beyond the nation’s war aims.

The National Strategy on Combating Terrorism comes closest, holding that the desired end state is to reduce terror from a severe, global threat to an “unorganized, localized, nonsponsored, rare” phenomenon, restricted to particular states and returned exclusively to the “criminal domain.” But even this guidance remains critically ambiguous. How rare is rare? Even in 2001, death by terrorism could be considered extremely “rare” as a source of morbidity or mortality in the population as a whole: more Americans died of peptic ulcers than were killed by terrorists in history’s worst year for terrorism against Americans. This is still too many deaths, but by how many? And what would constitute a terrorism restricted to the “criminal domain?” Many, after all, argued that terrorism should be treated as a crime rather than an act of war even for the 9/11 attacks; by what standard should terror be judged as within or beyond the category of crime? What probability of a truck bombing is low enough? Even at the peak of the Iraqi insurgency, the odds that any given individual would be killed by a truck bomb were vastly lower than the odds that they would not—in terror’s worst moments, the objective probability of such events is low by many standards. Again, this is not low enough, but what is? In particular, is the September 10, 2001, status quo acceptable? Declaratory policy can be read to imply that it is not. Pre-9/11 terrorism, after all, was clearly state-sponsored, international, and organized, and had been so for decades. If our aim is as the National Strategy presents it, then the pre-9/11 status quo is clearly no longer acceptable, and our policy is to roll this threat back to
a level much lower than obtained well before we declared war on terror in 2001. But just how far is unclear.

**Great Power Competition End States.**

For great power competition, one could imagine a similar spectrum of possible end states. Here, however, the *ultimate* end state is presumably the loss of American unipolar preeminence—the key issue is when and how this comes about. Historically, all great powers—even superpowers—have eventually declined. No unipolar system has ever been permanent, not the Roman Empire, not the Spanish Hapsburgs, not the British Empire. This eventual decline may not happen quickly, but sooner or later, one must assume that the United States, too, will lose its current predominance. The key issue for grand strategy is how quickly this inevitable end is to occur, and whether it will be replaced with a bipolar, multipolar, or unipolar successor.

In these terms, the least ambitious goal for American grand strategy today would merely be to ensure that no hostile military superpower emerges any time soon. The sheer scale of America’s current advantage makes this highly unlikely in any event; to prevent the unlikely and affect indifference to the rest would be a plausible and undemanding ambition.

At the opposite extreme would be to delay as long as possible even the long-term development of any power or potential coalition of powers that could challenge any important U.S. interest. Such an ambition has several dimensions. Not only must the growth of challengers’ power and influence be slowed, but one’s own strength must be maintained (or increased) as long as possible. Even without others’ growth, one’s own decline can eventually bring about a multipolar end state, as a weakened hegemon declines into the range of other great powers. As economic strength is a function of domestic as well as international factors, so extending preeminence thus involves both domestic and foreign policy considerations, ranging from the domestic tax rate to international trade practices. In addition, a wider range of interests is potentially involved. Just as great power competition can be conducted in the military and the nonmilitary domains, so the preservation of unipolar status can involve both military and nonmilitary dimensions: if a hostile coalition can exert economic or diplomatic pressures that constrain American freedom of action even without threatening American military defeat, this would imply an erosion of influence relative to the unipolar extreme.

U.S. declaratory policy is nearly silent on the desired end state for great power competition. Both the 2001 *Quadrennial Defense Review* and the 2002
National Security Strategy imply a concern with the preservation of U.S. primacy by averting challenges. But this concern is even less explicitly or systematically developed than for the terrorist threat, and there is no explicit discussion of long-term goals with respect to great power competition.

MEANS: COPING WITH AMBIGUOUS ENDS

These ambiguities reflect a failure to make critical choices on the basics of national grand strategy. This failure would be tolerable if the same means served regardless, or if one could pursue multiple ends simultaneously at modest cost. But in fact, different ends imply different means, and their costs are rising rapidly. We are reaching the point where we can no longer afford this degree of ambiguity on our basic strategic purposes.

Implications of Ambiguity on the Relative Importance of Terrorism and Great Power Competition.

The means one would choose to maximize counterterror effectiveness, for example, tend to aggravate great power competition. This is particularly problematic for the threat of preemptive war to change the regimes of state supporters of terrorism. This threat plays a prominent role in the administration’s approach to the War on Terror; the more energetic the campaign against terror, the more salient such threats are likely to be, and the more such wars are likely to be fought. Yet warfare against state sponsors of terror can accelerate great power balancing in at least two ways: by affecting others’ perceptions of our intent, and by elevating American defense expenditure in ways that retard American economic growth.

To date, American preponderance has stimulated little real balancing from other great powers. Most analysts attribute this to benign perceptions of American intent: since others have seen us as a status quo power with strongly multilateralist impulses, our strength has been no threat to them, and need not be balanced. Yet maximum effort against terrorism requires American uses of force that have already had major negative effects on others’ perceptions of our intent, and more is likely if America continues to act as energetically as it has. If the chief determinant of balancing is perception of others’ intent, then continued erosion of world perception of American intentions can be an important stimulus to great power competition, and energetic American use of force against terror has proven to be an important catalyst for negative perceptions of American intentions.

The war in Iraq, for example, had a major effect on world opinion of America. Polling data in every major power turned sharply against American
policy with the invasion decision, and has rebounded only slightly since. In France, 63 percent of respondents viewed America favorably before the invasion of Iraq, but only 31 percent did afterwards. In Germany, a 61 percent favorable rate dropped to 25; in Britain, 75 fell to 48; in Russia, 61 fell to 28. Elite perceptions are harder to track systematically, but leaders whose policies fail to reflect views held as widely (and deeply) as these risk replacement: in Spain, for example, the incumbent Aznar government fell due in no small part to its unpopular support for American policy in Iraq. America’s first counterterror war in Afghanistan proved less damaging for popular opinion overseas, but it is unlikely that further invasions would enjoy Afghanistan’s level of worldwide support—the clarity of Afghanistan’s connection to 9/11, and the war’s proximity to the terror attacks themselves are unlikely to be equaled elsewhere.

Preemptive warfare also imposes major economic costs. Through November 2003, the war in Iraq had been costing an average of around $4 billion a month; congressional staff now estimate that recent increases in combat intensity have increased that figure by 50 percent or more, yielding a cost of over $70 billion for the year for Iraq alone. The war in Afghanistan is projected to add another $8.5 billion for 2004. The Congressional Budget Office now estimates that the cost of military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan could total $179 to nearly $400 billion for the years 2005-14, in addition to the $100 billion already spent, and the $26 billion they expect to be spent in the remainder of 2004, for a total projected cost of up to half-a-trillion dollars between 2002 and 2014, and this figure excludes reconstruction aid for either country—or the potential cost of any other campaigns fought elsewhere between now and 2014.

In principle, an economy the size of America’s could accommodate such costs. The roughly $80 billion the United States will spend this year for warfighting in Iraq and Afghanistan is less than 1 percent of the year’s gross domestic product (GDP). The entire defense budget now comprises less than 5 percent of GDP, or a figure comparable to the late-Cold War norm, and well below its Cold War peaks during Korea or Vietnam. Sound fiscal policy could surely provide this level of expenditure without crippling economic consequences—in principle.

Principle and practice can be very different things, however. Since 2001 the government has systematically failed to provide revenues sufficient to cover its costs. The projected U.S. federal budget deficit for FY 2004 exceeds $470 billion; for the 5 years ending in FY 2009, the cumulative projection exceeds $1.4 trillion. Neither figure includes likely spending for contingencies in Iraq, Afghanistan, or elsewhere. These wars are being funded by spending without corresponding taxation. Barring major changes in American fiscal policy, large, sustained expenditures for ongoing
preemptive warfare can be expected to create corresponding increases in federal budget deficits.

Orthodox macroeconomic theory would expect sustained deficits on this scale eventually to retard American economic growth.\textsuperscript{64} Worse, the financing for these deficits now comes predominantly from foreign lenders. Once the world’s greatest net creditor, the United States is now its greatest net debtor.\textsuperscript{65} As noted above, America’s increasing dependence on foreign creditors to fund its deficit spending creates coercive exposure: how would America fund its deficit if overseas lenders stopped buying Treasury Bonds? Overseas financing of U.S. Government debt also adds to a serious balance of payments deficit. Americans import far more goods and services than we export, and more capital leaves the country every year than enters it.\textsuperscript{66} This represents an ongoing net shift of wealth overseas. In the short run, this enables Americans to enjoy a higher standard of living than our own production can sustain. But in the longer run, it transfers capital, and thus productive resources, from America to other great powers.

Other things being equal, these economic consequences will hasten the loss of American primacy. The macroeconomic effects of large, sustained federal deficits can be expected to reduce American growth; together with the debt’s effect on a chronic balance of payments deficit, this slowing of American growth and accelerated transfer of American resources overseas will accelerate the eventual decline of the American economy relative to competing great powers’. And America’s growing dependence on foreign creditors to fund these deficits creates increasing exposure to economic coercion. Robust American growth in the short run may mask these effects, and concern with immediate threats may make a focus on the long term harder. But near-term policies have long-term consequences, and a central responsibility of grand strategy is a concern with the long term rather than merely the immediate. In the long term, the economic requirements of energetic counterterrorism thus conflict with the needs of averting great power competition.

Conversely, the policies one would adopt to minimize the risk of great power competition tend to conflict with the requirements of energetic counterterrorism. A principal means of assuring others of one’s benign intent (and thus, of forestalling great power balancing) is multilateralism: voluntarily constraining oneself to act within a consensus of other states’ views. This voluntary acceptance of constraint signals other powers that their interests will be reflected in one’s own behavior, and this, in turn, implies that one’s intentions are not fundamentally opposed to others’ interests. Even an overwhelmingly powerful state—a hegemon—need not be balanced if its use of that power is likely to be consistent with one’s own
interests; multilateralism provides assurances of this via the voluntary
acceptance of constraint, and thus retards great power balancing.\textsuperscript{67}

To be meaningful, however, such constraint has to accept real costs—talk
is cheap, and real assessments of intent thus turn on hard decisions where
actual self-interest must be sacrificed if consensus is to be maintained.\textsuperscript{68}
This in turn means that meaningful multilateralism requires that the United
States periodically act in ways that accept real costs to America in order
to accommodate other great powers’ interests. And the most important
interests at stake in the international system are the security interests
embodied in decisions over war and peace. If the United States declines to
compromise with other great powers over decisions to wage war, this is a
powerful signal that when push comes to shove, America cannot be relied
upon to serve interests beyond its own. And if others see their interests and
America’s as inconsistent, this creates an incentive to balance American
power as a means of protecting those interests in the clinch.\textsuperscript{69}

Multilateral restraint in the waging of war can clearly interfere with
effectiveness of any given counterterror campaign. The administration
saw the invasion of Iraq as central to its design for the War on Terror; its
preferences were clearly at odds with those of most other great powers. To
have compromised in a way that would have signaled others that American
intentions were not fundamentally in conflict with their own would have
been to accept a major diversion from what the administration saw as the
requirements of countering terrorism. More broadly, any requirement
to incur otherwise unnecessary cost in order to signal benign intent
necessarily reduces effectiveness in countering terror. In fact, cooperation
that does \textit{not} reduce effectiveness does not provide a meaningful signal.
Even hostile powers can cooperate tactically when it advances their own
goals; cooperation \textit{per se} tells one nothing about a state’s intent. Hitler
found it tactically advantageous to cooperate with Stalin over the division
of Poland just before invading the Soviet Union—Hitler’s cooperation over
Poland hardly proved benign intent toward the Soviets. Only cooperation
that imposes real costs—and thus, cooperation that a hostile state would
reject—sends meaningful signals of benign intent.\textsuperscript{70} And by definition, to
accept costs in the conduct of the War on Terror as a means of signaling
benign intent to other great powers is to reduce American effectiveness in
countering terrorism.

Similarly, to husband American economic strength for the long-term
competition with other great powers can impose costs on near-term
effectiveness against terror. To live within today’s tax revenue would
require a major reduction in expenditures for the War on Terror.\textsuperscript{71} But
even if the administration reversed its fiscal philosophy and raised taxes
to fund its current expenditures, the result would still depress American economic growth at the margin in the long term. Defense expenditure is less productive economically than other uses of capital: its multiplier effects are smaller, and its overseas focus tends to aggravate balance of payments deficits.\textsuperscript{72} A policy aimed at retaining or expanding American economic strength for the longest time possible would need to hold defense spending down to the lowest level consistent with international stability. Ambitious wars of counterterror preemption necessarily impose expenses that come at the cost of long-term economic performance.

The net result is tension between the requirements of countering terrorism and great power competition. The preemptive warfare required by energetic counterterrorism along the lines the administration has laid out both stimulates balancing behavior and degrades American economic performance. In the long run, this hastens the eventual loss of American primacy and the eventual arrival of bi- or multi-polarity.

By contrast, some may argue that terrorism does so much damage to economies, and creates such communities of interest among great powers, that these tensions are more apparent than real. After all, the 9/11 attackers claim to have inflicted $1 trillion in economic damage on the United States;\textsuperscript{73} if so, a series of such attacks (or worse) could do greater damage to American economic growth than would the elevated defense expenditures needed to prevent them. And terrorism threatens every great power; this common threat could in theory drive the great powers together in opposition to Islamist fundamentalism, rather than driving them apart or spurring competition among them.

While there is some truth in this, both counterarguments have limitations. As for terrorist economic damage, it is hard to assess its sensitivity to counterterrorist expenditure; much depends on unknowable details of al Qaeda’s operations and methods, and the degree to which particular U.S. countermeasures have affected these. But most human undertakings display diminishing marginal returns to scale. And today’s scale of counterterrorist effort is very ambitious. It would be surprising if the last $100 billion of counterterror expenditure were as productive as the first, yet its effect on American economic growth is the same (or worse). And it is easy to overestimate the real economic damage of terrorism. Its human toll is terrible, but its ability to damage an economy as large, as resilient, and as adaptive as ours has real limits. The actual economic damage attributable to the 9/11 attacks, for example, now appears to have been far smaller than that claimed by al Qaeda. As the Congressional Research Service put it:
9/11 is more appropriately viewed as a human tragedy than as an economic calamity. Notwithstanding their dire costs in human life, the direct effects of the attacks were too small and too geographically concentrated to make a significant dent in the nation’s economic output. September 11 did not trip a fragile economy into recession.74

To do serious, long-term damage to the American economy would thus require far worse than the 9/11 attacks. This is not impossible—if we did nothing at all to counter terror, then massive, sustained attacks on a scale needed to depress the American economy might well ensue.75 But doing nothing is not the real alternative to today’s heavy expenditures for preemptive counterterror warfighting: there are many less expensive intermediate steps between nothing and an expenditure of nearly $100 billion a year to wage concurrent wars in multiple theaters. And these intermediate steps would presumably have some value in constraining al Qaeda’s ability to exceed their 9/11 toll by a margin great enough to induce serious long-term economic effects.

As for the unifying effect of terrorism on great power foreign policies, though all great powers face terrorism, opinions differ widely on this threat’s severity. And America’s allies tend to see the threat in far less apocalyptic terms than has the current administration.76 There are also many ways to respond to any given terrorist threat, and America’s allies have mostly chosen far less ambitious approaches.77 Clearly the administration’s position that an invasion of Iraq was required to confront the terrorist threat is opposed strenuously by most other great powers. It is possible that future attacks may change other great powers’ assessment of the terror threat and its required responses. But there is no evidence of this yet. And it is at least as possible that the current, deep, division between America and the other great powers on counterterrorist policy could continue or even deepen—especially if terrorists seek to exploit this division by focusing on Americans and avoiding attacks on other great powers.

Implications of Ambiguity in Counterterrorist End States.

Our end-state ambitions are another area where strategic ambiguity creates important tensions. Do we seek something close to the end of terrorism, or do we aim only to cap the threat at levels near today’s? The means needed for the first require an acceptance of risks unnecessary for the second—and extended pursuit of the first can undermine our ability to fall back to the second later.

This is because any realistic prospect of reducing the terror threat to levels much below that of 9/11 requires regime change on a regional scale...
in the Middle East and perhaps elsewhere as well. Regime change, however, is a high-risk undertaking. If it succeeds, it could produce a dramatic reduction in the threat of Islamist terror. But if it fails, it can make the same threat radically worse. By contrast, more modest goals—such as capping the danger of nuclear terror in the near- to mid-term—can be achieved with much less risky means. These means cannot end the terror threat, however. And because they leave the wellspring of Islamist terror unaddressed, such means allow this threat to fester for perhaps a generation or more. This in turn creates a long-term risk of WMD terror that may ultimately exceed the short-term risks embodied in a more ambitious approach, even with careful efforts in the meantime to limit terrorist access to WMD.

The key issue here is the relative importance of eliminating the underlying causes of Islamist terror. Maximalist ends require this: as long as terrorism’s original motivations remain, we will never be able to do more than suppress the threat at a still-virulent level. Espionage, police work, and special forces raids can suppress terrorist networks, but cannot eliminate them outright. If the underlying incentive for terrorist action remains, the same social and political processes that created al Qaeda in the first place will replace its losses as we inflict them. New recruits will replenish depleted ranks; new leaders will emerge to take the place of those killed or captured; and resourceful people will find new funding pathways to replace those blocked by Western intelligence. Just such a process now seems to be underway with al Qaeda.\textsuperscript{78} To do more than slow this process requires action to eliminate the wellsprings of terrorist recruitment.

And this, in turn, would almost certainly require radical political reform in the Mideast. Many now see the roots of Islamist terrorism as a liberty deficit in the Arab mideast. In this view, corrupt Arab autocrats value loyalty from palace guards and key elites over economic opportunity or political participation for the population. This elite loyalty is purchased by extracting public resources for private gain, and enforced by repression that squelches innovation or public sector efficiency. Meanwhile growing populations fight economic stagnation and often grinding poverty, while supporting a bloated bureaucracy that demands bribery for its minimal services. Into this mix, rising Islamic fundamentalism creates a rallying point for political and economic frustration, yielding rage and Islamist militancy attributable ultimately to local misgovernance. Though this anger’s real source is thus local, its only feasible outlet is foreign. Arab autocrats have proven willing to crush Islamist rebellions by force, but they quietly encourage campaigns of anti-Israeli, anti-U.S. protest as means of redirecting Muslim rage at safer targets abroad. These safety valves enable successful domestic repression by venting its resistance outward toward
foreigners. Of course this is dangerous to the foreigners—and especially so once Osama bin Laden learned to weaponize Islamist resentment and harness it to a sweeping anti-Western terrorist program. Before bin Laden, the costs of tolerating autocratic misgovernance and the frustration-fueled, state-sanctioned anti-Americanism it bred were relatively modest. But after bin Laden, its costs are much higher. Without fundamental political reforms that would replace dysfunctional autocracy with legitimate governments able to meet the needs of their own people, the ultimate wellspring of Islamist terror would thus remain unmolested by even the most aggressive counterterrorist espionage or military campaign. If Islamist terror is to be ended, rather than merely managed or contained, then its political roots in Arab autocracy will almost certainly need removal, and this requires radical political change in the region.79

How is such change to be obtained? The administration’s approach has been to rely on the catalytic effect of creating an exemplar democracy in the region itself: they argue that the presence of a true democracy in the heart of Arabia will compel other regimes to reform or be overthrown themselves. And the exemplar the administration has chosen is Iraq. By overthrowing Saddam and replacing him with a functioning democracy, they see the beginnings of a political reconstruction of the region that could end Islamist terror at its source.80

The problem is thus broader than just Iraq: the main purpose of creating a democracy in Iraq is to shape politics elsewhere in the region. Al Qaeda’s strength comes chiefly from Saudis, Egyptians, Moroccans, and other non-Iraqi Arabs. If Islamist terror is to be eliminated at its source, it can only be via political reform in states other than just Iraq. An Iraqi example may lead spontaneously to peaceful reform elsewhere in the region—but it may not. And if not, then U.S. policy intervention elsewhere may be needed, too: success may ultimately require coercive regime change in other states.

Political engineering on this scale could easily go awry. It is far from clear whether stable democracy can be built from the ruins of a Ba’athist police state in Iraq, even with all the money and soldiers we can provide. And if democratization fails, the result could be dangerous instability. Historically, the most war-prone states are not autocracies—they are regimes in the early stages of transition from autocracy to democracy.81 To multiply the opportunities for such unstable transitions across the region is to create a serious risk of major war. And internal conflict is an even greater danger: the removal of police-state autocracy also removes the repression that has kept internal ethnic conflict under control in much of the region. Chronic civil warfare amid the wreckage of overturned autocracies could derail democratization and substitute a region-wide version of Lebanon
or Somalia: if a democratic Iraq can catalyze reform elsewhere, so a failed Iraq could presumably export chaos to its neighbors. A region-wide Lebanon might well prove beyond our capacity to police, regardless of effort expended. And if so, then we will have replaced a region of police states with a region of warlords and chronic instability. This could easily prove to be an easier operating environment for terrorism than the police states it replaces. And the misery and resentment produced by anything like this outcome could accelerate, not retard, recruitment for al Qaeda or its successors.

Not only would this be risky, it would also surely be expensive. Any meaningful chance of success would require major American assistance. Not only would economic aid be needed on a massive scale, but American peacekeepers and warfighters would probably also be required. Iraq obviously is requiring much higher troop levels than the administration had projected before the war, and Iraqi oil wealth is providing less of the reconstruction expenditure than had been expected. But Iraq is only a part of the real problem. If civil or cross-border warfare should accompany any of the other democratic transitions needed to erase the region’s liberty deficit, then American troops could well be needed to quell the instability there, too. And to provide the needed troops and aid will be difficult with a chronic American federal budget deficit.

None of this is to suggest that success is impossible. But neither is it guaranteed—even if we mount the effort and spend the money needed to have a chance. Regime change on this scale is inherently risky and expensive.

But it is also necessary if the terror threat is to be rolled back to anywhere near elimination. A serious effort to reach goals at the ambitious end of the objectives spectrum requires political change in the Mideast—and to provide this on the needed scale is to accept major near-term risks and costs.

By contrast, much more limited means could suffice if our aims are limited to capping the terrorist threat at levels closer to today’s. The key here is WMD acquisition, and especially the prospect of terrorists getting nuclear weapons. If al Qaeda got nuclear weapons, the terrorist threat would be radically worse than either today or September 10, 2001. A plausible goal for American grand strategy might be merely to prevent this—but without necessarily doing the things needed to eliminate al Qaeda altogether by removing its root causes.

Such a strategy might entail significant increases in funding for controlling fissile material and completed weapons (especially in the former Soviet Union); expanded use of permissive action links (PALs)
or other access controls on existing weapons (especially in new nuclear
states); strengthened nonproliferation regimes; more aggressive
monitoring of reactors; covert action to disrupt proliferation programs;
and much more ambitious efforts to expand counter-biological weapon
(BW) vaccine production and public health infrastructure. It might also use
a combination of security guarantees, strengthened formal alliances, and
economic incentives to discourage states from pursuing WMD programs
whose products might be transferred to nonstate terrorists.83

The cost of such a strategy would be much lower than that of forcible
regime change in a single state, much less across a region. Even a tripling
of current expenditures for the Nunn-Lugar program of nuclear weapon
control in the former Soviet Union, for example, would still cost less than
2 weeks of current operations in Iraq alone.84 And unlike preemptive
warfare, a strategy aimed at capping the terrorist threat by limiting WMD
access would pose little downside risk of political instability or state failure
via unsuccessful efforts at nation-building.

Prospects for success in this narrower mission are enhanced by the
inherent difficulty of WMD acquisition. For nuclear weapons in particular,
the relative scarcity of fissile material and extant weapons pose major hurdles
to would-be WMD terrorists, and this scarcity facilitates control efforts by
their opponents. The binding constraint for nuclear bomb construction is
normally the material, which requires specialized facilities to produce and
is held in comparatively modest quantities around the world. Aggressive
efforts to bring the production facilities and existing stocks under tighter
control can increase significantly the barriers to terrorists obtaining such
material and fashioning a weapon from it. And today’s completed nuclear
weapons can, in principle, be accounted for and secured in ways that would
make terrorist capture or illicit smuggling very difficult. As Ashton Carter
recently put it:

To make a nuclear weapon, terrorists must get fissile materials, either
plutonium or enriched uranium. But these materials do not occur in
nature, and because they require building and operating uranium
enrichment facilities or plutonium production reactors and reprocessing
facilities, making them will remain beyond the reach of even large and
well-organized terrorist groups for the foreseeable future. Therefore,
terrorists must obtain fissile materials from governments, and relatively
few governments have made such materials thus far . . . Nuclear terrorism,
accordingly, must be stopped at the source, and the formula for doing so
is simple and clear . . . No material. No bomb. No nuclear terrorism.85

BW proliferation could prove to be the greater challenge—especially
if bioengineering techniques using recombinant DNA are directed at the
creation of new pathogens. Unlike nuclear weapons, BW can be produced using low-profile, dual-use technologies that are hard to distinguish from civilian pharmaceutical or food production, and are difficult to detect or interdict. And their low cost of production (by comparison with nuclear weapons) means that a wider range of actors could undertake such proliferation, at a much wider range of sites.  

Even BW, however, poses challenges to would-be proliferators. In practice, nonstate actors have to date had considerable difficulty fashioning and using such agents. In 1984 the Bagwan Shree Rajneesh cult poisoned a reservoir and restaurant salad bars in rural Oregon with salmonella bacteria; though several hundred were sickened, none were killed. Aum Shinrikyo, probably the most successful WMD terrorist group to date, failed in at least three known attempts to cause casualties with botulinus toxin in Tokyo in April to June 1990. With assets exceeding $1 billion, a membership of over 40,000 which included accomplished Japanese and Russian scientists, contacts with the Russian KGB and Spetsnaz special forces, and access to a network of private laboratories, Aum Shinrikyo far exceeded the sophistication and resources of most nonstate terrorist groups. Yet they still failed to induce mass casualties on a scale anything like what al Qaeda produced using hijacked airliners. In 2001, an unknown assailant killed five people and sickened 23 by impregnating letters with anthrax spores; although the perpetrator has not been identified, the extreme sophistication required to produce spores milled finely enough to produce airborne contamination by this means has led many investigators to believe that the agent could not have been produced outside a government weapons lab, whether in America or abroad. Even so, the attacks caused only a handful of casualties. States, by contrast with nonstate terrorists, clearly can develop the needed expertise and production capability. But states are subject to some of the same coercive and persuasive levers that the international community can in principle bring to bear on nuclear proliferators: unlike terrorists, states can be deterred, inspected, induced, or coerced. And BW’s effects are easier to defend against than are nuclear weapons’—vaccination programs and public health system mobilization can make an important difference in limiting the spread and virulence of BW releases. An aggressive effort to dissuade states from assisting terrorists in BW use, coupled with greatly expanded homeland defenses against BW attack, might reduce the danger of BW terrorism significantly.  

None of these methods are fool-proof; while they would reduce the odds of terrorists obtaining WMD, they would not eliminate them. But a strategy built around capping the threat via such means would probably yield a lower risk of terrorist WMD use in any given year, than a strategy
that sought to end the threat via forcible regime change across the Mideast. If the latter succeeded, it would radically reduce the danger of subsequent WMD use by terrorists. But if it failed, it would make the problem worse rather than better. A Mideast of failed states and chronic instability would be a proliferation nightmare. Not only would it provide a vast haven for terrorist planning cells and a massive recruitment base for al Qaeda, but it could engulf a number of active WMD sites and extant WMD weapon inventories. It is widely suspected that Iran and Syria have active biological and/or nuclear weapons programs. And Pakistan is a declared nuclear weapons state with an unquestionable inventory of actual weapons. Instability stemming from failed nation-building efforts elsewhere in the Mideast could easily spill over into Pakistan, whose stability is itself questionable under the best of conditions. And if so, then the odds of terrorists obtaining WMD would skyrocket.

The means required to pursue these contrasting goals of capping the terrorist threat, as opposed to eliminating it, are thus quite different. They are also mutually inconsistent—it is difficult to pursue them both at once and succeed. In particular, active pursuit of near-elimination undermines the means needed for suppression.

In part, this is because the anti-proliferation measures emphasized in suppression require multilateral action—yet the preemptive warfare needed to cut more deeply into the terrorist threat makes multilateral cooperation harder, for the reasons discussed in the previous section. A control regime for restricting nuclear material transfers, for example, is of no use if key suppliers opt out—to be effective, export controls must include all exporters. More broadly, a suppression strategy centered on antiproliferation depends on cooperation from other great powers, yet a deep-cut strategy built around preemptive regime change tends to reduce such cooperation.

Perhaps more important, preemptive regime change’s failure modes make it difficult to change strategies in midstream and retreat to suppression if political reengineering fails. An antiproliferation approach would be much more effective with a Mideast of stable states; if regime change fails and key states collapse into chaos, then multilateral export controls, for example, could become irrelevant—if Pakistan collapses and its nuclear weapons disperse, then terrorists will have all the materials they need without importing them from the former Soviet Union. The further we travel down the road of preemptive regime change, the harder it becomes to retreat to suppression if things go awry—the more regimes we change, the greater the risk of instability if regime-change fails, and instability promotes WMD proliferation.
The Costs of Strategic Ambiguity.

Ambiguous goals never promote strategic coherence. But heretofore, the costs of ambiguity have been relatively manageable. In effect, we could simply take aim at terrorism broadly and go as far as we could get toward eliminating it without ever setting a specific goal. If we fell short of complete elimination, then at least we would diminish terror as much as we could in the process. But a serious pursuit of near-elimination eventually requires the political reconstruction of the entire Mideast—and this reconstruction effort eventually imposes major costs that other plausible goals would not require, and which increasingly foreclose other goals as options.

The war in Iraq is quickly moving us to this point of decision. If regime change were cheap, easy, or low risk, then we could afford to pursue ambitious deep cuts in the terrorist threat without incurring heavy opportunity costs against other options, and without seriously aggravating nonterror threats—and thus, we could safely muddle through without ever really deciding on a specific strategy. Before the invasion of Iraq, it might have been possible to defend a supposition that regime change could be this easy. It is certainly not now. Regime change may yet succeed in Iraq, but if so, it will not be without major costs—and risks. And the longer we pursue this goal—even in Iraq, much less elsewhere in the region—the greater the cost, the greater the risk, and the harder it will become to change direction if we ultimately decide to settle for less ambitious ends. The time has come to decide.

RESOLVING THE AMBIGUITIES IN AMERICAN GRAND STRATEGY

Two broad alternatives exist for resolving the ambiguities sketched above: rollback and containment. Rollback would make explicit the vague but bold ambition of current declaratory policy, and accept the associated costs. In particular, it would entail a continued—indeed increased—commitment to democratic nation-building in Iraq, and would follow this with muscular efforts to promote democracy elsewhere in the region—at the cost of further warfare elsewhere if necessary. The goal would be to reduce Islamist terrorism to negligible levels: to a severity or frequency no greater than that of pre-9/11 groups such as the ETA or Black September that few Americans thought worthy of a wartime footing. To do this would require a preclusive focus on terrorism, and would relegate the challenge of great power competition to a distant second place in which no significant opportunity costs against counterterror effectiveness would be accepted.
Containment would settle for more modest goals. It would aim at capping the terrorist threat at a painful but tolerable level while awaiting an eventual internal collapse of the Islamist terror movement. The key here would be combating WMD proliferation via concerted multilateral efforts to control existing materials, to prevent transfer of production technology, and to improve defenses against biological agents in particular. With no requirement to reconstruct the Mideast politically, this strategy would permit the United States to settle for stability in the region rather than true democracy. This in turn would permit an earlier withdrawal of American forces from Iraq, and would reduce the odds of other deployments or invasions elsewhere in the region. These steps would in turn tend to retard great power competition: the need for multilateral action to enforce nonproliferation regimes would encourage more benign interpretations of American intent; ceteris paribus, reduced expenditures for nation-building and warfighting would conduce to economic growth and prolong American economic predominance. Although the primary focus would still be Islamist terrorism, the means adopted to counter it would be less prone to worsen other threats, and could more easily accommodate institutionalist hedging strategies aimed at nonterror challenges.

Either alternative would provide an internally consistent resolution to the ambiguity of today’s declaratory policy. Neither, however, is without serious disadvantages as well as important strengths—and neither can guarantee success. For rollback, the central disadvantages are its greater near-term risks and the higher costs needed to do it right. These risks are grave, and the costs are ultimately much higher than we now seem willing to bear.

Containment, by contrast, entails a cynicism that is distasteful at best, and poses domestic political management challenges regardless. A policy of stability in the Mideast aligns us with dictatorship and puts American power behind the preservation of police states whose inability to meet their peoples’ legitimate needs gave rise to al Qaeda in the first place. A retreat to autocratic stability in Iraq would be particularly hard to defend, given our public commitment to democracy as a rationale for invasion, and the inevitable suffering our invasion imposed. To impose this suffering merely to replace one tyrant with another would be hard to justify. One could argue that overthrowing tyrants is properly their own people’s job and not America’s; we can usually decline tyrannicide as others’ responsibility. But not in Iraq. By invading the country, we have taken responsibility for its governance. We may share that responsibility with the Iraqis, but to abdicate it altogether would incur an important moral cost in America’s standing in the world, and in our ability to sustain domestic political consensus behind a strategy.
A second major disadvantage of containment is its inability to end the war. Eventually, it is likely that the internal contradictions of Islamist ideology (to borrow Kennan’s phrase) will cause the movement to collapse on its own—the recent stirrings of democratic dissent in Iran, for example, suggest the possible long-term trajectory for Islamism elsewhere. Islamists, especially on the medievalist lines advocated by Osama bin Laden, is not an ideology that can answer in the long run the political needs that have stimulated it in the short run. So it is reasonable to suppose that, if contained, our Islamist enemy will eventually collapse of its own weight, as the Soviet Union did in the Cold War. But there is no reason to expect this to happen soon, and containment offers little means of hastening this *denouement*. In Iran, Islamist theocracy has lasted a quarter-century already, and though the beginnings of an end may be discernable, it is debatable how successful this democratic resistance will be. Either way, Iranian theocracy is unlikely to be overthrown in the immediate future, and Iran is much further down this road than any other society in the region. If anything, containment’s tolerance of secular autocracy in the Middle East would probably extend the natural lifespan of Islamist ideology by keeping it an abstract longing rather than an experienced reality for most Muslims.

In the long run, this inability to end the war could lead to a greater ultimate likelihood of WMD terrorism for containment than for rollback. By leaving the enemy in the field for the long term, containment would give al Qaeda many chances to beat its proliferation controls and acquire WMD in spite of them. *No conceivable anti-proliferation program can be perfect; all have some chance of failure.* The antiproliferation means outlined above can reduce the odds of WMD acquisition in any given year, perhaps to a very low level. But failure to eliminate the threat means the conflict will extend over many years. Even low probability events eventually occur, given enough trials; if we give al Qaeda enough opportunities, even a nearly fool-proof antiproliferation system would eventually fail. In the short term, containment would probably reduce the odds of WMD use, but in the long term, its cumulative risks could ultimately exceed rollback’s.

Containment and rollback thus pose very different risks, and very different tradeoffs against nonterror challenges. Neither is risk free. But they imply very different distributions of risk over time. Rollback trades higher near-term risk of catastrophe for a chance to end the war in the foreseeable future and thereby cut the risk of any major Islamist terrorism dramatically thereafter. Containment trades a lower near-term risk of catastrophe for a steady-state condition of chronic non-WMD terrorism, and a long-term danger of al Qaeda eventually getting WMD and using
it. Neither can guarantee that WMD will not be used; neither can exclude some prospect of major non-WMD terrorism before the passing of Islamist ideology. Both offer a reasonable mechanism by which to obtain an explicitly specified goal. Where they differ is ultimately in the goals they seek—in the level of terrorist violence they will accept as tolerable—and the consequences this implies for our ability to hedge against other threats, and for the distribution of risk and cost between the near term and the long run.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Three years of post-9/11 strategic debate have left America with a combination of ambition and ambiguity. And whereas the costs of strategic ambiguity were relatively modest for the first 2 years of the War on Terror, the campaign in Iraq is now rapidly increasing the financial, human, and strategic opportunity costs of leaving basic choices unmade. Perhaps the most important of these ambiguities concerns our end-state goal for countering terrorism: should we insist on reducing this threat to a level as close to eradication as we can manage, or should we tolerate greater terrorist violence as a quasi-permanent condition?

The natural answers to this question imply the strategic alternatives of rollback and containment. Rollback accepts the implicit ambition of today’s declaratory policy—and the high costs and near-term risks required to realize that ambition. Containment fills in the ambiguities in today’s strategy with an explicit acceptance of noncatastrophic terror in order to avoid the near-term risks and costs of seriously seeking an end to Islamist terror altogether.

Neither strategy is unambiguously superior to the other. They each have important drawbacks—in particular, they each imply serious risks. For rollback, the chief risk is of near-term chaos resulting from failed political engineering in the Mideast—and the ensuing danger of Islamist terrorists obtaining WMD and using it against Americans. Rollback also involves heavy financial costs if done properly; it implies an elevated risk of additional military campaigns in the Mideast; and it aggravates the challenge of great power competition. Containment, by contrast, is hard to justify normatively and leaves Islamist terror organizations in the field long enough to pose a long-term risk of terrorist WMD use, even if the likelihood in any given year is low. It also, by definition, tolerates the greater terrorist violence associated with al Qaeda’s long-term survival as the price of reducing the risk of near-term chaos in the effort to remake the Mideast politically.
These costs, benefits, and risks cannot be resolved analytically. The choice between rollback and containment turns on a series of value judgments. Should we prefer higher risk and cost now in order to get a chance at something closer to absolute security in the future? Or should we prefer lower risks and lower costs now, with a danger that sometime in the unspecified future al Qaeda might eventually hit a longshot chance and obtain WMD? How much security is enough? What risks and costs are appropriate to pursue it? And how should we balance risk today against risk in the possibly distant future? Analysis can identify these risks and costs, bound their magnitudes, and show how these vary and interact over time. But analysis cannot provide the value choices needed to select among them. The latter is a fundamentally political process. Indeed, it is perhaps the most important political responsibility of our elected officials in the defense domain.

My purpose here is thus not to prescribe a choice between rollback and containment—it is to advise those who must choose by clarifying the choices to be made, illuminating the strengths and weaknesses of the alternatives, and identifying the values at stake in the choice. There are no easy options for grand strategy in the aftermath of 9/11: something important must be sacrificed whichever way one chooses. But the failure to choose embodied in the ambiguity of today’s grand strategy is fast becoming intolerable. For better or worse, we must decide.
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